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Abstract
Purpose:  Reporter gene imaging has been extensively used to longitudinally report on whole-body 
distribution and viability of transplanted engineered cells. Multi-modal cell tracking can provide com-
plementary information on cell fate. Typical multi-modal reporter gene systems often combine clini-
cal and preclinical modalities. A multi-modal reporter gene system for magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET), two clinical modalities, would be advantageous by 
combining the sensitivity of PET with the high-resolution morphology and non-ionizing nature of MRI.
Procedures:  We developed and evaluated a dual MRI/PET reporter gene system composed of two 
human-derived reporter genes that utilize clinical reporter probes for engineered cell detection. As a 
proof-of-concept, breast cancer cells were engineered to co-express the human organic anion trans-
porter polypeptide 1B3 (OATP1B3) that uptakes the clinical MRI contrast agent gadolinium ethoxy-
benzyl-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-EOB-DTPA), and the human sodium iodide symporter 
(NIS) which uptakes the PET tracer,  [18F] tetrafluoroborate  ([18F] TFB).
Results:  T1-weighted MRI results in mice exhibited significantly higher MRI signals in reporter-gene-
engineered mammary fat pad tumors versus contralateral naïve tumors (p <  0.05). No differences in 
contrast enhancement were observed at 5 h after Gd-EOB-DTPA administration using either intrave-
nous or intraperitoneal injection. We also found significantly higher standard uptake values (SUV) in 
engineered tumors in comparison to the naïve tumors in  [18F]TFB PET images (p  <  0.001). Intratumoral 
heterogeneity in signal enhancement was more conspicuous in relatively higher resolution MR images 
compared to PET images.
Conclusions:  Our study demonstrates the ability to noninvasively track cells engineered with our 
human-derived dual MRI/PET reporter system, enabling a more comprehensive evaluation of trans-
planted cells. Future work is focused on applying this tool to track therapeutic cells, which may one 
day enable the broader application of cell tracking within the healthcare system.
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is a human-derived transporter of the OATP1 family, with 
restricted background expression, mainly in the basolateral 
membrane of hepatocytes in the liver [25]. In addition to a 
wide variety of compatible substrates, OATP1B3 can uptake 
the MRI contrast agent Gd-EOB-DTPA, developed for liver 
imaging, enabling the OATP1B3 to serve as an MRI reporter 
gene [28–30]. Importantly, the human origin of this gene 
overcomes safety limitations, such as the potential immu-
nogenicity of analogous rodent-derivatives or alternative 
prokaryotic-derived reporter genes.

The human sodium iodide symporter (NIS) has been pre-
viously demonstrated as a reporter gene for SPECT or PET 
detection [31–34]. This symporter is naturally expressed on 
the basolateral surface of follicular cells of the thyroid and 
functions to uptake plasma iodide for either oxidation or 
entrapment and storage for eventual catabolism into thyroid 
hormones [35]. Lower expression levels of NIS have also 
been reported in the salivary glands, stomach, and lactating 
mammary glands with no ability for entrapment and hormone 
production [36]. Additionally, a wide selection of tracers has 
been developed for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes involv-
ing NIS-expressing tissue [37–39].  [18F]tetrafluoroborate 
 ([18F]TFB) has been extensively evaluated as a PET reporter 
probe for imaging NIS expression in both transfected [34, 
40] and transduced cells [41]. In comparison to other NIS 
compatible probes,  [18F]TFB is an ideal PET tracer as it is a 
fundamental NIS substrate without any other metabolic inter-
actions [42]. Furthermore, Fluorine-18 tracers have a high 
positron yield of 97%, with a short diffusion range in tissue 
(< 2.4 mm), a clinically compatible half-life of 110 min, and 
may be routinely synthesized in medical centers with cyclo-
trons [39].

In this research, we have designed, developed, and evalu-
ated a dual MRI/PET human reporter gene system for in vivo 
cellular imaging. This system uses two human-derived 
reporter genes (NIS and OATP1B3), with their respective 
clinical imaging probes  ([18F]TFB and Gd-EOB-DTPA, 
respectively) to enable detection with two clinical imaging 
technologies, giving this system high translational potential.

Materials and Methods
Cell Lines and Cell Cultures

Human triple-negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) 
obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manas-
sas, Virginia, United States) were maintained in Dulbecco’s 
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal 
bovine serum (Wisent BioProducts, Quebec, Canada), 1% 
penicillin, and 1% streptomycin (Waltham, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific Inc., Massachusetts, United States). All cells were 
kept in a humidified incubator with 5%  CO2 at 37 ℃. Cells 
were routinely confirmed to be mycoplasma negative using 
the MycoAlert mycoplasma detection kit (Lonza Group, 
Basel, Switzerland).

Introduction
Reporter genes are highly advantageous tools for in vivo cell 
tracking in that only viable cells are detected and they allow 
for life-long tracking capability because they are passed on 
to daughter cells [1]. Reporter genes have been developed for 
many in vivo preclinical and clinical imaging modalities such 
as fluorescence imaging (FLI) [2–4], bioluminescence imag-
ing (BLI) [5, 6], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [7–9], 
ultrasound [10, 11], photoacoustic imaging [12], single pho-
ton emission computed tomography (SPECT), and positron 
emission tomography (PET) [13–15]. Notably, first-in-man 
clinical cell tracking has been achieved using a virally derived 
PET reporter gene engineered into therapeutic T cells infused 
intracranially in glioma patients [14, 16].

A multiple modality reporter gene system would be ben-
eficial as it would combine the strengths of each modality 
to hopefully mitigate individual weaknesses. Typical multi-
modal reporter gene imaging systems incorporate optical 
imaging via fluorescence and/or bioluminescence in com-
bination with nuclear imaging [17–23]. While FLI and BLI 
provide great sensitivity  (10−15 mol/L for BLI) [24], and 
high throughput at a relatively lower cost, they suffer from 
low spatial resolution at depth, light scattering, and are not 
compatible for imaging larger subjects, thus limiting their 
potential for clinical translation. For multi-modal tracking of 
cellular therapeutics in patients, a human-derived reporter 
gene system combining two clinical modalities would be of 
great benefit. MRI provides excellent soft-tissue contrasts 
with high spatial resolution, lacks ionizing radiation, and is 
relatively cost-effective and readily available in the clinic, 
while PET can offer sensitive and quantitative information 
on administered cells. Here, we develop a clinically relevant 
dual modality reporter gene system for cellular imaging with 
both MRI and PET. Our main interest in combining these two 
modalities is that the fine spatial resolution of MRI can pro-
vide information about intratumoral heterogeneity of viable 
cells, while PET’s sensitivity would be valuable when MRI is 
not sufficiently sensitive to detect smaller lesions. Moreover, 
combining both modalities may allow more widespread use 
within the healthcare system where one modality may not be 
as readily available (e.g., PET).

The organic anion transporter polypeptide (OATP) is a 
superfamily of membrane transporters that can uptake a vari-
ety of multi-specific anionic substrates, both endogenous and 
exogenous, from the blood and into the cells for their absorp-
tion, distribution, metabolism, and excretion [25]. Brindle 
et al. were the first to demonstrate specific uptake of a clini-
cally approved  Gd3+ MRI agent by rat-derived OATP1A1 
transport, showing a rapid, reversible, and strong increase in 
the signal enhancement of OATP1A1-expressing cells on T1-
weighted MRI [26]. Additionally, OATP1A1 was established 
as a multi-modal reporter gene as it was also shown to uptake 
the 111Indium-EOB-DTPA analog for detection with SPECT 
[27], as well as the clinical agent, indocyanine green (ICG), 
for detection with photoacoustic imaging [12]. OATP1B3 
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Cloning and Lentiviral Production

A third-generation lentiviral transfer plasmid was engi-
neered to express the NIS gene (Origene Technologies, 
Inc. NM_000453), OATP1B3 (sequence acquired from 
the hOATP1B3/SLCO1B3 VersaClone cDNA vector, 
Cat. RDC0870, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
United States), along with the zsGreen (zsG) fluorescence 
reporter gene, driven by a constitutive hEF1α promoter. 
NIS, OATP1B3, and zsG are separated with the self-cleav-
ing peptides T2A and P2A, respectively. P2A and T2A are 
reported to have the highest (> 90%) cleaving efficiencies 
among other 2As [43, 44], warranting equimolar expres-
sion of each reporter gene (Fig. 1A). Third-generation 
packaging and envelop plasmids pMDLg/pRRE, pRSV-
Rev, and pMD2.G (Addgene plasmids #12,251, #12,253, 
and #12,259, respectively) were combined with the trans-
fer plasmid for the In-Fusion Cloning reaction (Takara Bio 
USA, Inc.) to transfect human embryonic kidney (HEK 
293 T) (American Type Culture collection; ATCC) cells 
with the aid of Lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific, Massachusetts, USA) in accordance to the manu-
facturer’s lentiviral production protocol (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts, United States). 
Viral-containing supernatant was collected 24 h and 48 h 
after transfection, filtered with a 0.45 μm filter and frozen 
at − 80 ℃ until use.

Cell Transduction

MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded at a density of 5 ×  105 cells 
per well in a 6-well plate on day 0 and then transduced for 
6 h on day 1 with the prepared lentivirus and Polybrene (8 
ug/ml; Sigma) at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of one. 
On day 4, naïve and transduced cells were harvested and 
assessed for zsG expression and sorted using a FACSAria III 
fluorescence-activated cell sorter (BD Biosciences) to acquire 
a highly purified population of engineered cells, which we 
call our MRI/PET cells throughout. Fluorescence microscopy 
was performed on an LSM Meta 510 microscope (Carl Zeiss 
AG, Oberkochen, Germany) to confirm the presence of zsG 
in the MRI/PET cells.

Western Blots

Western blot analysis for both OATP1B3 and NIS was per-
formed using naïve MDA-MB-231 cells, MDA-MB-231 
cells expressing OATP1B3 alone and our MRI/PET cells. 
Cells were incubated with 200-μL 4 ℃ RIPA buffer and 
protease inhibitors for 30 min. Lysates were collected and 
sonicated with three 5.0-s, 40-kHz bursts before centrifuga-
tion at 13,000G for 20 min at 4 ℃. Supernatants were col-
lected and quantified using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay 
(23,225, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, USA). 
A 40-μg protein sample was loaded into an acrylamide gel 
composed of a 4.0% stacking layer buffered at pH 6.8 and a 
15% separation layer buffered at pH 8.8. Gel electrophoresis 
was performed for 20 min at 90 V and 1 h at 110 V. Protein 

Fig. 1  (A) Diagram of hEF1a-
hNIS-T2A-OATP1B3-P2A-
zsG lentiviral construct used 
to engineer MDA-MB-231 
triple-negative cells. (B) Flow 
cytometry showing naïve cells 
with no zsG expression and 
transduced MRI/PET cells with 
93% transduction efficiency 
post-sort. (C) Fluorescence 
microscopy images showing no 
zsG in naïve cells and MRI/PET 
cells showing zsG fluorescence 
signal. (D) Western blots of 
naive and transduced cells 
showing the NIS and OATP1B3 
bands at their corresponding 
sizes (100 kDa and 90 kDa, 
respectively) and their absence 
in the naïve cells
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was transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane for 7.5 min 
via the iBlot™ 2 Gel Transfer Device (IB21001, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, United States) 
and blocked with 0.05% Tween-20, 3% w/v BSA solution 
for 30 min. For OATP1B3, a primary purified rabbit anti-
body against OATP1B3 (1:500 dilution, ab139120, Abcam, 
Cambridge, United Kingdom) was added for overnight incu-
bation at 4 ℃. For the myc-tagged NIS, a mouse anti-myc 
(9B11, Cell Signaling Technology, Massachusetts, USA) was 
added at a dilution of 1:1000 for 1 h at room temperature. 
After washing the blot three times with 0.05% Tween-20 
solution for 5 min, the OATP1B3 secondary antibody, Goat 
anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Second-
ary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 790, was used with a dilution of 
1:10,000 (A11369, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, 
USA) was added for 1 h. The blot was washed three times 
with 0.05% Tween-20 solution for 5 min before application 
of the Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H + L) High Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor Plus 488, with a dilution 
of 0.1–0.4 μg∕ml (A32723, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Mas-
sachusetts, USA) for 1 h. Lastly, the blot was stripped for 
GAPDH staining. A primary mouse anti-GAPDH antibody 
(MAB374, Sigma-Aldrich, Missouri, USA) at a dilution of 
1:1000 was applied for 1 h at room temperature with subse-
quent application of secondary antibodies IRDye-800CW and 
680RD (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, USA) at 
dilutions of 1:15,000. Finally, imaging on the Odyssey CLx 
Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, Nebraska, 
United States) was performed.

In Vitro Gd‑EOB‑DTPA Uptake and MRI

One million naïve or MRI/PET cells/ml were seeded in two 
15-cm-diameter dishes. At 95% cell confluency, a 1.6-mM 
dose of Gd-EOB-DTPA (Eovist/Primovist®, Bayer Health 
Care Pharma, Berlin, Germany) was added to each dish and 
incubated for 60 min. Each cell type also had a dish with 
no Gd-EOB-DTPA addition to serve as the negative con-
trol. Media was aspirated, and cells were thoroughly washed 
with 1 × phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) three 
times. Subsequent trypsinization, collection, and centrifuga-
tion of cells formed cell pellets in 0.2 ml Eppendorf tubes. 
Tubes were imbedded into a 1% agarose gel phantom for 
MRI imaging with a 3 T GE clinical MR scanner (General 
Electric Healthcare Discovery MR750 3.0 T, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, United States) using a 16-channel head RF coil. 
A fast spin-echo inversion-recovery pulse sequence, with the 
below parameters (Table 1), was used to determine spin–lat-
tice relaxation rates by sampling with the following 17 inver-
sion times (TI): 50 ms, 60 ms, 68 ms, 80 ms, 94 ms, 128 ms, 
175 ms, 239 ms, 327 ms, 447 ms, 612 ms, 836 ms, 1144 ms, 
1564 ms, 2139 ms, 2925 ms, and 4000 ms. MatLab (R2018a, 
MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, United States) was used 
to evaluate spin–lattice relaxation rates by overlaying the 
image series of the different inversion times and computing 
the average signal intensity for each cell pellet. The data were 

fitted with Eq. (1) to determine the spin–lattice relaxation 
time (T1).

Here, S represents the acquired signal intensity, M0 is the 
magnetization in steady state, TI is the inversion time, and 
TR is the repetition time.

In Vitro [18F]TFB Tracer Uptake

[18F]TFB was synthesized as described previously [41] with 
98.7 ± 2% purity.  [18F]TFB uptake studies were performed 
with naïve and MRI/PET cells. Cells were seeded in a 6-well 
dish (5 ×  105 cells/well) and incubated (37 ℃ with 5%  CO2) 
overnight. DMEM was aspirated, and cells were washed with 
1 × PBS. Fresh DMEM was added (2 ml/well), followed by 
the addition of 0.1 MBq of 18F-TFB to each well. Cells were 
incubated for 30 min prior to their collection. The activity 
of harvested cells as well as the activity in the supernatant 
were measured using a gamma counter. Counts were decay-
corrected, and tracer uptake was calculated as the average 
counts per minute (cpm) of activity detected using the fol-
lowing equation.

Animal Model

All applicable institutional and/or national guidelines for 
the care and use of animals were followed. Naïve and MRI/
PET MDA-MB-231 cells were implanted into the left and 
right mammary fat pad, respectively, of female NOD scid 
gamma (NSG) mice (n = 3). Tumors were allowed to form 
for ~ 2–3 weeks, and imaging was performed on day 19 with 
PET, 31 and 35 with MRI post-implantation.

In Vivo Gd‑EOB‑DTPA‑enhanced MRI

T1-weighted 3 T-MRI was performed pre and 4.5 h post-tail-
vein injection of 1 mmol/kg Gd-EOB-DTPA. To evaluate 

(1)s = M
0
(1 − 2e

(

−
TI

T1

)

+ e

(

−
TR

T1

)

)

(2)Uptake(%) =
CPMcells

(

CPMcells + CPMsupernatant

) × 100%

Table 1  MRI sequence parameters used for in  vitro uptake of Gd-EOB-
DTPA. (Inversion times are listed in the text.)

Imaging matrix size 256 × 256
Repetition time (TR) 5000 ms
Echo time (TE) 19.1 ms
Echo train length (ETL) 4
Number of averages (NEX) 1
Receiver bandwidth 24.4 kHz
In-plane resolution 0.27 mm × 0.27 mm
Slice thickness 2.0 mm
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signal resulting from agent uptake and retention, one mouse 
implanted with separate naïve and engineered tumors was 
serially imaged for approximately 5 h after Gd-EOB-DTPA 
intravenous and intraperitoneal injections on separate days. 
Gd-EOB-DTPA was administered by IV tail injections on 
day 31 post-tumor implantation and by IP injections on day 
35 post-tumor implantation in 3 NSG mice to assess different 
delivery methods. All mice were anesthetized with 1–2% iso-
flurane during imaging sessions with the use of a nose cone 
attached to a carbon charcoal filter for passive scavenging. 
Mice respiration rates during acquisition were between 40 
and 70 bpm, and body temperature was maintained between 
37 ℃ and 38 ℃ using a regulated heating pad. A 3D Spoiled 
Gradient Recalled Acquisition in Steady State (SPRG) pulse 
sequence with a 3.5-cm-diameter birdcage RF coil (Morris 
Instruments, Ottawa, ON, Canada) and a custom-built gradi-
ent insert were used with the below parameters (Table 2) for 
a scan time of approximately 15 min. Horos Project software 
v3.3.6 (horosproject.org, Nimble Co LLC d/b/a Purview, 
Annapolis, Maryland, United States) was used to manually 
segment regions-of-interest (ROIs) to acquire measures of 
signal intensity on pre-contrast and post-contrast images in 
naïve, MRI/PET tumors as well as other organs (muscle, kid-
ney, liver, and bladder).

In Vivo [18F]TFB PET

Nineteen days post-cell implantation, mice were anesthetized 
with 2% isoflurane, injected with 13–15 MBq of  [18F]TFB 
in 50–150 � L, and imaged dynamically with a microPET 
system (Siemens Inveon ©2011 by Siemens Medical Solu-
tions USA, Inc.). Animal breathing rate and body temperature 
were monitored and maintained between 40 and 70 bpm and 
at 37 ℃, respectively. Dynamic PET data were acquired for 
40 min, and images were reconstructed using 2D filtered back 
projection. Quantification of PET signal was performed by 
manual segmentation of ROIs using Horos Project software 
v3.3.6. Maximum activity projections (MAPs) were gener-
ated. SUV was calculated with the below equation:

(3)

SUV
( g

mL

)

=
Pixelvalue

(

Bq

mL

)

∗ weight(kg)

Dose(Bq)
∗ 1000(

g

kg
)

Histology and Immunofluorescence Staining

Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the H&E staining of both naïve 
and MRI/PET cells on the left panels. Cells were grown on a 
coverslip, fixed in 4% PFA, permeabilized with Triton X-100 
for 10 min, and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with 
rabbit anti-SLCO1B3 (OATP1B3) primary antibody (2-μg/
ml working concentration, HPA004943, Sigma-Aldrich Can-
ada, Oakville, Ontario, Canada). Secondary Goat anti-rabbit 
AlexaFluor 647-conjugated secondary antibody was then 
applied for 1 h (1:500 dilution; 4-μg/ml working concentra-
tion, ab150079, Lot E114795, Abcam, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, United States). Mouse anti-NIS primary antibody 
was used at a dilution of 1:100 (113,168, SLC5A5 Polyclonal 
Antibody, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Massachusetts, 
United States) for 2 h at room temperature. Coverslips were 
washed three times with PBS, and secondary antibody Goat 
anti-rabbit at a dilution of 1:200 (Alexa Fluor® 488, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific Inc., Massachusetts, United States) was used 
for 1 h. Cells were counterstained with DAPI for 5 min and 
imaged with the LSM Meta 510 microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, 
Oberkochen, Germany).

Statistics

Unpaired two-tailed t-tests were performed using Graph-
pad Prism software (Version 7.00 for Mac OS X, GraphPad 
Software Inc., La Jolla California USA, www. graph pad. com) 
for cell characterization after Gd-EOB-DTPA and  [18F]TFB 
incubation and comparing MRI data between IP and IV at 
5 h. Repeated measures of ANOVA were used for SUV com-
parisons. All data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation 
of at least three independent experiments. P-values < 0.05 
were considered statistically significant.

Results
Human breast cancer cells were engineered to stably co-
express NIS, OATP1B3, and zsG using a lentivirus produced 
using the transfer plasmid shown in Fig. 1A. Flow cytometry 
showed no zsG expression in naïve cells and a 93% trans-
duction efficiency in the dual reporter gene system contain-
ing zsG (Fig. 1B). Fluorescence microscopy confirmed zsG 
positive cells in the MRI/PET cells and no zsG in naïve cells 
(Fig. 1C). Western blots confirmed the presence of both trans-
porters in the MRI/PET cells with a band at 100 kDa corre-
sponding to NIS and a 90-kDa band for the OATP1B3 protein 
(Fig. 1D). These bands were not observed for the naïve cells.

Next, we evaluated reporter gene functionality in vitro. 
MRI/PET cells incubated with Gd-EOB-DTPA resulted in a 
38% higher R1 value compared to naïve cells incubated with 
Gd-EOB-DTPA (p < 0.05). The average R1 for naïve cells 
was 0.76 ± 0.08 Hz, compared to 1.05 ± 0.12 Hz for MRI/
PET cells (Fig. 2B). Similarly, cells were also incubated with 
0.1 MBq of  [18F]TFB for 1 h, and the percentage activity 

Table 2  MRI sequence parameters used for in vivo mice imaging

Imaging matrix size 250 × 250
Repetition time (TR) 14.7 ms
Echo time (TE) 3.3 ms
Number of averages (NEX) 3
Flip angle 60°
Field of view (FOV) 50 mm
Bandwidth 24.4 kHz
In-plane resolution 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm
Slice thickness 0.2 mm
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uptake was retrieved with a gamma counter. NIS-OATP1B3 
cells incubated with  [18F]TFB had an uptake of 14.2 ± 1.3% 
compared to 0.31 ± 0.18% uptake of naïve cells, reveal-
ing a 45-fold higher (p < 0.001) uptake in the dual reporter 
gene cells, as shown in Fig. 2C. Additionally, functionality 
test results for Gd-EOB-DTPA uptake in Naïve, NIS/zsG, 
OATP1B3/zsG, and NIS/OATP1B3/zsG cells, showing 
non-significant uptake between OATP1B3/zsG and NIS/
OATP1B3/zsG cells, are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2.

In vivo Gd‑EOB‑DTPA‑enhanced OATP1B3 MRI

Intravenous (IV) versus Intraperitoneal (IP) Gd‑EOB‑DTPA 
Administration

Typical OATP1/Gd-EOB-DTPA reporter gene imaging 
is performed ~ 4–6 h post-IV administration [27]. Several 
studies have compared contrast enhancement in MRI using 
both an IP and IV method of agent administration and have 
shown IP as an alternative delivery route that yields com-
parable contrast enhancement to IV [45, 46]. The dynam-
ics of the MRI/PET cells to accumulate Gd-EOB-DTPA 
in vivo through IV or IP administration was investigated 
30 days post-tumor implantation in one mouse. This longi-
tudinal study was only performed on one mouse as per our 
institution requirements; Fig. 3A shows dynamic coronal 
images over the course of ~ 4.5 h with both naïve (left) and 
MRI/PET (right) tumors post-IV administration of the Gd-
EOB-DTPA with a dose of 1 mmol/kg. As expected, no 
differences in signal were apparent between the tumors in 
the pre-contrast image. Post-contrast images showed obvi-
ous contrast enhancement only in the MRI/PET tumor, 
with enhancement being heterogeneous within the tumor 
(Fig. 3C). Image analysis revealed higher signal intensity 
in the dual MRI/PET compared to naïve tumor (Fig. 3B) 
within 1-h post-injection of Gd-EOB-DTPA with relatively 

constant uptake for the remaining of the imaging period. 
Contrast enhancement was also observed in the liver, pre-
sumably through uptake by endogenous murine OATP1A1 
expression (Supplementary Fig. 3).

The same mouse in Fig.  3 was dynamically imaged 
again at 34 days post-tumor implantation for about 5.5 h 
using the same MR imaging parameters but with IP deliv-
ery of Gd-EOB-DTPA (1 mmol/kg). It should be noted 
that due to the mean clearance half-life of Gd-EOB-DTPA 
(55–57  min), < 1% of the agent amount is expected to 
remain 24 h post-administration; Fig.  4A shows select 
MRI images pre- and post-Gd-EOB-DTPA administration 
with IP injection. At around 1.5 h, contrast enhancement 
surrounding both naïve and MRI/PET mammary fat pad 
tumors is present. Over time, more agent accumulates intra-
tumorally in the MRI/PET tumor compared to the naïve 
tumor, corresponding to higher T1-weighted signal intensi-
ties (Fig. 5B). Again, heterogeneous enhancement within 
the MRI/PET tumors was noted. Contrast enhancement in 
the liver with natural OATP1 expression was also observed 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Supplementary Fig. 5 shows the 
difference in signal intensity between MRI/PET and naïve 
tumors in our dynamic imaging for both IV and IP injec-
tion, showing the highest difference after approximately 
2.5 h for IV and 5 h for IP injection.

Figure 5 shows pre- and approximately 5 h post-Gd-
EOB-DTPA injection with both IV (top) and IP (bottom) 
delivery routes. (Supplementary Fig. 4 shows representa-
tive examples at selective time points.) Differences in signal 
enhancement are evident between the naïve and the MRI/
PET tumor approximately 5 h post-agent administration 
with both delivery methods. Significantly higher (p < 0.05) 
average signal intensity was observed in MRI/PET tumors 
compared to naïve tumors in all three mice for both IV and 
IP administration of Gd-EOB-DTPA (B). No differences in 
signal intensity were seen between IV or IP injection route 
at this time point post-Gd-EOB-DTPA injection.

Fig. 2  (A) An average R1 map in naïve and MRI/PET cells without and with incubation of Gd-EOB-DTPA. (B) R1 values (38% higher) in 
MRI/PET cells incubated with the Gd-EOB-DTPA were found significantly higher (p < 0.05) compared to the naïve cells incubated with 
the agent. (C)  [18F]TFB percent uptake was calculated as 0.31 ± 0.18% in naïve cells, whereas significantly higher uptake was seen in 
MRI/PET cells (14.2 ± 1.3%; *p < 0.001)
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Fig. 3  (A) Dynamic coronal T1-w MRI images of lower mammary fat pads of an NSG mouse after IV Gd-EOB-DTPA injection. Manual 
segmentation showing naïve (left; blue outline) and MRI/PET (right; orange outline) tumors pre- and post-IV administration of Gd-EOB-
DTPA. (B) Enhanced contrast and higher normalized (to muscle tissue) signal intensities are shown in the MRI/PET tumor. (C) Contrast 
enhancement was also observed in endogenous tissue and clearance into the intestines

Fig. 4  (A) Dynamic coronal T1-w MRI images of lower mammary fat pads of an NSG mouse after IP Gd-EOB-DTPA injection. Manual 
segmentation showing naïve (left) and NIS-OATP1B3 (right) tumors pre- and post-IP administration of Gd-EOB-DTPA. (B) Higher nor-
malized (to muscle tissue) signal intensities are shown in the NIS-OATP1B3 tumor compared to the naïve tumor. (C) Contrast enhance-
ment was also observed in the liver
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In vivo [18F]TFB NIS PET

Mice bearing contralateral naïve and MRI/PET mammary 
fat pad tumors received 13–15 MBq of  [18F]TFB via tail vein 
injection, and dynamic PET imaging was performed for 40 min 
(Fig. 6). Rapid accumulation of  [18F]TFB in NIS-expressing 
tissue was observed within 10 min of injection (Fig. 6A, B). As 
expected, whole-body PET mean activity projections (MAPs) 
displayed regions of  [18F]TFB uptake in the salivary glands, 
thyroid, and stomach which correspond to sites of endog-
enous mouse NIS expression. SUV values in the thyroid and 
stomach over time are shown in Supplementary Fig. 6. Tracer 
uptake was also observed in the engineered MRI/PET tumor, 
but not in the naïve tumor (Fig. 6A, C). Qualitatively, unlike 
with our MRI results, local differences in tracer uptake in dif-
ferent regions within tumors were difficult to visualize in our 
PET images due to the image resolution. The average SUV was 
calculated for mice at different time points during the 40-min 
scan (Fig. 3B). Significantly higher SUVs were observed for 
MRI/PET tumor compared to naïve tumors 10 min, 15 min, 
20 min, 25 min, 30 min, 35 min, and 40 min after tracer injec-
tion (p < 0.05). Supplementary Fig. 7 shows the effect size, cal-
culated as the difference in SUV between MRI/PET and naïve 
tumors divided by the uncertainty in their difference, showing 
the maximum effect size at 30 min.

Discussion
The use of multiple modalities is advantageous as it harnesses 
complementary information from individual modalities to 
provide a more comprehensive assessment of the activity 

and fate of administered cells. Sensitive imaging modali-
ties often suffer from relatively lower resolution (BLI, PET, 
SPECT), whereas less sensitive modalities may provide fine 
spatial resolution (MRI) [24]. As a result, multi-modal track-
ing is often undertaken with a combination of sensitive and 
spatially resolving modalities [47]. However, current multi-
modal cell tracking methods possess limitations either in their 
safety profiles [14, 48], their imaging sensitivity [49–51], 
their preclinical status [19, 52], or their ability for long-term 
tracking [53, 54], limiting their translational potential.

For this work, we combine two clinical systems to exploit 
the sensitivity and quantification of PET and the higher 
spatial resolution and soft-tissue contrast of MRI. We have 
developed a novel multi-modal cell tracking system using 
MRI and PET human-derived reporter genes that can provide 
safe, sensitive, and quantitative information for longitudinal 
tracking.

We employed the human-derived OATP1B3 gene as 
an MRI reporter gene for our system. This transporter can 
transport the clinical Gd-EOB-DTPA MRI contrast agent 
into cells. Once internalized, the Gd-EOB-DTPA enhances 
contrast on T1-weighted images to improve the conspicuity of 
engineered cells. Previous work by Brindle’s group showed 
maximal contrast enhancement in T1-weighted images 5 h 
post-IV injection of Gd-EOB-DTPA in OATP1A1-express-
ing cells [27]. In this work, we performed dynamic imaging 
to determine the optimal timing of the maximum contrast 
uptake within our OATB1B3-engineered tumors.

We also compared the contrast enhancement of the Gd-
EOB-DTPA agent via two administration routes: intrave-
nously (IV) and intraperitoneally (IP). Although probes 
are typically administered intravenously, IP administration 

Fig. 5  (A) Representative T1-weighted MRI images showing pre- and approximately 5 h post-IV (top) and IP (bottom) injection of Gd-
EOB-DTPA in two different mice. (B) Contrast enhancement observed in MRI/PET tumors post-Gd-EOB-DTPA injection, with both IV 
and IP administration methods. No contrast enhancement was observed in the naïve tumors post-agent administration. Significantly 
higher average signal intensity between MRI/PET tumors and naïve tumors was observed for both IV and IP agent administration, 
and no significant difference in average signal intensity between IV and IP delivery methods was observed for either naïve or MRI/PET 
tumors (n = 3) at 5 h post-injection
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is a technically easier injection that has shown comparable 
contrast enhancement and can be used as a substitute to IV 
injections in small animal models for targeting and trapping 
agents [45, 46]. However, IP pharmacokinetics dictate that 
the contrast material would be absorbed into the peritoneal 
cavity and eventually drain into the portal vein for hepatic 
metabolism before reaching systemic circulation, resulting 
in a slower delivery of the agent when compared to IV injec-
tion routes. Maximum contrast enhancement was achieved 
approximately 2 h post both IV and IP injection routes, and 
significant enhancement was endured for the remaining of 
the imaging period (~ 5 h). Thus, the OATP1B3 gene dem-
onstrated genuine potential for cell tracking in gadolinium-
enhanced MRI with both IV and IP delivery methods of the 
Gd-EOB-DTPA contrast agent.

NIS was employed as the PET reporter gene for this sys-
tem, and its expression was imaged with PET following 
administration of its clinical tracer,  [18F]TFB. Our dual MRI/
PET reporter system also showed significant uptake of  [18F]
TFB (p < 0.001) in vitro and higher (p < 0.05) in vivo SUV 
in the NIS-expressing tumors compared to the naïve tumors.

An additional qualitative difference between the PET and 
MRI images is the ability to distinguish intratumoral hetero-
geneity of signal enhancement. While PET is more sensitive, 
we were only able to see heterogeneous contrast enhancement 

in the OATP1B3-expressing tumors in the MRI images. Pre-
vious work from our lab has shown this variation in contrast 
enhancement corresponds to the spatial distribution of viable 
OATP1A1-expressing cells [9].

Advances in cellular therapies have demonstrated anti-
tumor effects by modifying a variety of cell types to boost 
their targeting and killing abilities [55]. In vivo tracking of 
these therapeutic cells can reveal information regarding their 
cellular interactions, therapeutic efficacy, as well as potential 
side effects [47]. In addition to assessing the number of thera-
peutic cells within tumors, it is also important to evaluate 
their tumor localization and distribution. Thus, combining 
the quantitative nature of PET and the fine resolution of MRI 
can produce information on both the cell numbers and their 
location, respectively.

Ideally, for safety concerns, reporter genes should be 
human-derived genes as opposed to exogenous reporter 
genes (luciferase or fluorescent protein) which can trigger an 
immune response. Indeed the virally derived PET reporter 
gene herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase has been shown 
to be immunogenic in man [56], highlighting a need to 
reduce immunogenicity via protein engineering or utilizing 
human-derived reporter genes. NIS and OATP1B3 are both 
endogenous human genes, making them non-immunogenic 
to facilitate clinical translation. Furthermore, both imaging 

Fig. 6  (A) Dynamic MAPs showing whole-body PET coronal images and uptake of  [18F]TFB for 40 min. (B) Average SUV (g/ml) for 3 
mice at different time points showed significantly higher for MRI/PET tumors compared to naïve tumors (p < 0.05) using repeated 
measures of ANOVA. (C) Displaying  [18F]TFB uptake in NIS-expressing tissue (salivary glands, thyroid, stomach), MRI/PET tumor 
(denoted with arrowhead), and the bladder  ([18F]TFB clearance)
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probes  ([18F]TFB and Gd-EOB-DTPA) are already widely in 
clinical use with PET and MRI, respectively, further giving 
this system high translational potential. Repeated administra-
tion of these imaging probes allows for longitudinal tracking 
to be accomplished in reporter gene systems for a specific 
application. Administration of  [18F]TFB for detection of NIS 
expression with PET can provide sensitive and quantifiable 
information and detection at an earlier timepoint but may be 
limited by cost, availability, and perceived concerns regard-
ing radiation. In contrast, Gd-EOB-DTPA can be repetitively 
administered to facilitate the longitudinal tracking of engi-
neered cells with MRI. Moreover, the fine spatial resolution 
of MRI images can show intratumoral heterogeneity of the 
viable engineered cells. Heterogeneity due to differences in 
biodistribution within the control tumor is most likely seen 
during the early phases after Gd-EOB-DTPA administration 
when non-specific uptake into the extracellular space is domi-
nant. At earlier time points, there is non-specific uptake in 
both control and MRI/PET tumors (following both IV and 
IP injections). Over time, there is no significant Gd-EOB-
DTPA enhancement in control tumors, and uptake is specific 
to OATP1B3-expressing cells.

This study validates a new dual PET and MRI reporter 
gene system for in vivo cell tracking. Future incorporation 
of this dual reporter gene system in other cell types, such as 
T lymphocytes, natural killer (NK) cells, mesenchymal stem 
cells, or dendritic cells, could provide valuable information 
for more clinically relevant applications. Additionally, novel 
gene integration systems such as CRISPR/Cas with the ability 
to target safe genomic sites could further improve the safety 
of this cell tracking multi-modal reporter gene system while 
reducing the chances of unwanted biological effects on the 
cells [57].

Conclusion
In this work, MRI and PET were used to detect cells longi-
tudinally. To our knowledge, this is the first time this com-
bination of clinical imaging modalities has been used with 
reporter gene imaging. We demonstrated that we could use 
a multi-modal imaging system to visualize human-derived 
MRI/PET reporter gene-expressing cells, enabling a more 
comprehensive understanding of administered cells. Future 
applications of such systems can be used for tracking thera-
peutic cells.
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